1. Notation and terminology. Let 3, G, and 4> be as above. Following [3] , we write x.y for the product of elements x, y of 3 and let R v :x->x.y. We let 2) be the derivation algebra of 3?. We denote by 8 the structure Lie algebra i?3©2) of 3, and by $ the Koecher-Tits algebra 3f©5©8 of 3 [3, Chapter 8] , SD and 8 are completely reducible. Thus if S is the center of 8 and @ the center of ©, then 8=208' and © = (S©S) / , where 8' and 3)' are semisimple. $ is semisimple and is simple if and only if 3 is simple. Let T be the structure group of 3? [3, Chapter 2]. G and F are linear algebraic groups; we let Go and To be respectively the algebraic components of the identity of these groups. If 17EI 1 , then rj:a+h+L->ari+(bri*-1 )-+r)- 1 Lri is an automorphism of $; here rf=U\ n rr l , where in general U X = 2R X 2 -R** (see [ô] ). The mapping rj^rj is a birational isomorphism from V onto a subgroup f of Aut $. f is the subgroup of Aut $ of elements fixing i?i (where 1 is the identity of 3).
Let SB be a fixed Cartan subalgebra of 2). Then SB = @0SBi, where SBi^SBHS' is a Cartan subalgebra of 8'. Let St= {*€:3|aSB = 0}. § = 2?H+SB is the unique Cartan subalgebra of 8 containing SB, and any Cartan subalgebra of 8 is a Cartan subalgebra of $. If £i = £n8', then $i is a Cartan subalgebra of 8' and $ = Ê © $i. We let (, ) denote the Killing form of $ and also the nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form on $* induced by the Killing form of $. Similarly, we let ( , ) denote the Killing form of 8' and the corresponding form on §i*.
2. Roots and root spaces. Let a->â be the linear transformation from §î to §* which is the dual of the natural projection of £=S©£ionto $i. The mapping e: a+b+R c +D->b+â-R e +D (a, 6, cG3, 2? £35) is an automorphism of $. It stabilizes 8, 8', S, $, and $i; we let e* denote the dual transformation both of $* and §*. §i* is the direct sum of the subspaces {a£ §*|a€* = -a} and {a£^)*|a€*=a}, and these subspaces are orthogonal with respect to ( , ). The second subspace can be identified in a natural way with SB*. For a£ §*, let a+ be the projection of a onto SB*. It can be seen that €* stabilizes some simple system of roots of 8'. In this way €* induces an automorphism of the Dynkin diagram of 8'. We can therefore apply [8, Theorem 32] to conclude that {a+|a is a root of 8'} is a (not necessarily reduced) root system, which we call 2«. We also see from Theorem 5 that a component of G is specified by giving the corresponding action on S together with the corresponding automorphisms of the Dynkin diagrams of ft and 35'. 5. Examples. We recall the classification of simple Jordan algebras over $ (see [3] ). Any finite-dimensional simple algebra is isomorphic to one of the following.
(i) $1 ©33, the Jordan algebra of a vector space 33 of dimension at least 2, equipped with a nondegenerate symmetric bilinear form;
(ii) §(4> n )> the Jordan algebra of all symmetric nXn matrices over (iii) $n , the Jordan algebra of all n Xn matrices over 3>; (iv) £($2n, Js), the algebra of all 2nX2n matrices symmetric with respect to a skew bilinear form; (v) §(£)*) t the set of all 3X3 hermetian matrices over the Cayley algebra O.
For all these algebras except $1©33, dim 33 = 2, 3) is semisimple [l]; i.e., ( § = 0. In this case the components are uniquely specified by the corresponding automorphisms of the Dynkin diagrams of $t and £). The accompanying table shows how these theorems apply to each of the components of G for each of these algebras. The circled points in the diagrams of $ are the points corresponding to the simple roots 
